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Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is a vexing problem for load-bearing equipment operating in a corrosive environment in

various industries, such as aerospace, chemical and mineral processing, civil structures, bioimplants, energy generation

etc. For safe operation, effective maintenance and life prediction of such equipment, reliable design data on SCC (such as

threshold stress intensity for SCC, i.e., KISCC) are invaluable. Generating reliable KISCC data invariably requires a large

number of tests. Traditional techniques can be prohibitively expensive. Circumfrential notch tensile testing is a relatively

recent, much simpler and cost-effective approach to generating accurate and reliable KISCC data.
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1. Introduction

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC), i.e., a premature, sudden and sometimes catastrophic fracture, results from the synergy

of corrosive medium and tensile stress. Because SCC is among the most catastrophic and dangerous types of

degradation of metals/alloys caused by corrosion, it is a critical material selection criterion for load-bearing equipment

designed for corrosive conditions. SCC is a critical concern because :

It can occur at stresses even below the yield strength of the material;

Cracks can grow undetected into leaks or, sometimes, sudden and catastrophic failures when the required synergy of

stress and environment is present;

A few localized and fine cracks may grow undetected to fracture, while the alloy surface may virtually appear free from

corrosion;

It is intriguing that sometimes a relatively less corrosive environment may be more deleterious for SCC.

Mechanism, monitoring and mitigation of SCC are of great research and commercial interests, since SCC is a critical

concern for a vast number of industrial equipment operating in corrosive environment, and its timely circumvention is

critical for safe plant operation and maintenance . Sometimes, in-service monitoring of the susceptibility to SCC may be

required for the remaining life assessment and safe operation, whereas there may be occasions when the

characterisation of SCC of a failed equipment may assist in the mitigation of likely SCC of other operating members.

Given the stochastic nature of SCC, a confirmation of the phenomenon and reliable implementation of mitigation

measures may require a vast number of tests. Therefore, it is very attractive to have an accurate, inexpensive and rapid

technique for the characterization of susceptibility to and the generation of design data for SCC.

U-bend and C-ring testing are used for in-service monitoring of SCC  but they may represent excessively high

loadings. On the other hand, a commonly employed laboratory technique, slow strain rate testing (SSRT), only provides a

‘go, no-go’ type of assessment . Designing equipment that handle corrosive conditions in service or life

extension/prediction of such equipment requires data on the likelihood of existing surface defects/cracks to undergo

corrosion-assisted growth. This requires the determination of the threshold of the stress intensity factor (K ) for growth of a

pre-existing surface defect/crack . However, in a corrosive environment, K  can be influenced by the corrosion at the tip

of a crack. Therefore, the threshold of the stress intensity factor with corrosion influencing at the crack tip, i.e., K , has

to be determined for an alloy–environment system susceptible to SCC.
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For valid fracture mechanics testing, it is necessary that the specimens meet the requirements of plain strain. In order to

meet the requirements, the specimens for K  determination using traditional techniques are generally bulky, e.g.,

double-cantilever beam (DCB), cantilever beam (CB), compact tension (CT), centre-cracked, surface flawed (SF) test

specimens . Because of their bulky size and complex geometries, the fabrication of DCB, centre-cracked or CT

specimens is expensive. Further, testing of such bulky specimens require high-capacity loading machines and long test

times, which can be a prohibitive proposition, since the generation of reliable and statistically valid K  data may

necessitate conducting a large number of tests. Another limitation with these specimen types is the inability to employ

them when material of sufficiently thick dimensions is not available, e.g., a thin-walled component or a heat-affected zone

(HAZ) in a weldment. Hence, it is extremely attractive to find a technique that can enable an accurate, cost-effective and

rapid determination of K  using specimens of thin cross-sections (cf. DCB, centre-cracked or CT specimens).

2. Circumferential Notch Tensile (CNT) Testing for K : Distinct
Advantages

Circumferential notch tensile (CNT) specimens (shown in Figure 1) that have been used extensively in the past 15 years

for the generation of valid K  data  circumvent all the concerns with the traditional specimen geometries (e.g.,

DCB, centre-cracked or CT), i.e., (a) bulky size, (b) complex geometry, (c) high-capacity loading system for achieving the

loads required for large cross sections and (d) inability to test where only thin sections are available (such as HAZ of

weldments or a failed thin-walled component).

Figure 1. Circumferential notched tensile (CNT) specimen (all dimensions in mm) .

The distinct advantages of a small cross section of a CNT specimen are :

It enables achieving high stress intensities (K ) by employing small loads;

It is much easier to machine the simple cylindrical specimen geometry than the CT or DCB geometry;

It is much cheaper to fabricate the specimens (cf. 20–25% of CT or DCB specimens);

Enables testing when only thin sections are available (such as HAZ of weldments or a failed thin-walled component);

It vastly reduces the amount of the required test material. In fact, the required test material can be further reduced

considerably by using extenders. The extenders constructed out of another material can be used because the actual

area of interest is only the notched portion and the adjacent area (shown in Figure 1). This enables just machining the

small cylindrical sample with circumferential notch and then extending it to the full length by drilling threads on both

ends (and then using extenders of a harder material to extend the length at each end);

The ability to test small cylindrical samples (as described at (e) above) enables testing where only small lengths of test

material may be available or where the test material is expensive (for example, when a large number of tests are

required for assessing a pressure vessel constructed out of an expensive duplex stainless steel).

It is important to note CNT specimens soundly comply with the plane strain condition and low plasticity criteria in spite of

their small size .

2.1. CNT Specimens for the Determination of K : Challenges and Circumvention

For determination of K , a crack growth parameter (such as time-to-fail, T )), is determined at different values of stress

intensity factor (K ) while the specimens are immersed in the corrosive fluid. K  is determined from the plot of T  vs. K .

One may wonder, cylindrical geometry being so simple, why the CNT specimens were not used for the determination of

K  until just 15 years ago. The reason lies in the complication that arises due to the eccentric nature of the pre-crack

that develops during rotating–bending employed for pre-cracking of cylindrical specimen, which causes bending during

tensile loading that can vastly compromise the accuracy of K . Accuracy in the measurement of K  is crucial for a precise

determination of K . K  of CNT specimens is determined, as described, through the Equations below :
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where

The parameters in Equations (1)–(7) are: σ , tensile stress (unit, Pa); σ , bending stress (Pa); F , geometric function for

round specimens with eccentricity (no unit); F, geometric function (no unit) without eccentricity for round specimens (no

unit); a, effective crack length (m); D, specimen diameter (m); d, equivalent ligament diameter (m); P, applied load (N); ε,
eccentricity (m); α, a constant (no unit) calculated from Equation (7).

2.2. Accounting for Eccentricity (ε) in Pre-Cracked CNT Specimens

As described earlier, the pre-crack that is introduced in a cylindrical specimen by subjecting it to rotating–bending fatigue

can cause an eccentric ligament (as shown in an example in Figure 2). This eccentricity causes a critical problem in an

accurate determination of K  by the CNT technique. As shown in Equation (1), K  of specimen with an off-centre pre-

crack will have a contribution of bending stress (σ ), in addition to tensile stress (σ ). Accordingly, it is essential that the

bending force due to eccentricity is accounted for, for an accurate calculation of K . . Employing a specific method, the

centroid of the eccentric ligament was determined, which enabled the determination of the bending stress experienced by

the specimen due to the eccentricity. The details of the specific method can be found elsewhere .

In a nutshell, the effective crack length (a) in Equation (1) is used for the first estimate of K , which enables the

determination of the Irwin correction factor (r ) from Equation (8), and (a¯) from Equation (9). Thus, Equation (1) enables

the determination of K .

where σy is 0.2% offset tensile yield stress (Pa). Using a in Equation (2), the first estimate of K  is determined. a¯ (instead

of a) is used for the calculation of K . The reason for this correction is described elsewhere [11,12,13,14].

Figure 2. Eccentricity of fatigue crack in a CNT specimen that was subjected to rotating–bending fatigue [1].

2.3. Valid K  Data

The implementation of elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for the determination of K  assumes primarily an elastic

deformation and brittle state of the material. In reality, there is invariably some contribution of plastic deformation at the

crack tip before a crack propagates. Therefore, the LEFM approach allows for a small plastic zone, as long as its
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contribution is negligibly insignificant, which necessitates the specimen size to be large. For its implementation, two

specifications have been developed for determining the validity of the measured K , as described below [8,9,10]:

whereaf=ε+(D−2am−d)2, and σN is the nominal applied stress in the final ligament (Pa).

In other words, the validity requirements insist that: (i) the correction in depth due to the Irwin plastic zone (r ) should be at

least half of the fatigue pre-crack depth (a )  and (ii) the average of the stress across the ligament produced upon

fatigue pre-cracking (σ ) should be smaller than 2.5 times the yield strength (σ ). In the context of pre-cracked CNT

specimens that may have eccentric final ligament, these validity specifications can also apply (where the maximum

nominal stress has contributions from both the tensile and the bending stresses which should be <2.5 σ ). Also, for such

eccentric ligaments, the greatest depth of the crack is taken to be the fatigue crack depth (a ).
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